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Made in Europe

3000766 Leva Classic 3005095 Leva Drop Stop

3000768 Zepa Classic 3000767 Zepa Drop Stop

3000071 Quadra Classic 3000772 Quadra Drop Stop

3000771 Aurum Drop Stop

3000773 Nero Drop Stop

3000774 Thermo Classic 3000770 Thermo Drop Stop

Technical specifications:

Scan the QR 

code for further 

information on our 

website!

Mixer Taps

Models:

Testing pressure:  15 bar

Cold water inlet:  blue dot right side

Hot water inlet:  red dot left side

Working limits according  

to UNI 10234 EN (817):

Pressure:  Min 0,5 bar -> Max 10 bar

Temperature:  Max 90°C.

Restrictions on usage recommended by EN 

817 for good operation” of the faucet:

Pressure:  Min. 1 bar -> Max. 5 bar

Temperature:  Max. 65°C

Leva
classic shape

Ceramic single lever mixer in a classic 
and timeless shape. The mixing lever 
is slightly rounded and tapers at the 
front. 

Zepa
elegant shape

The elegant shape makes the Zepa 
ceramic single lever mixer an eye-cat-
cher. The design is still timeless. 

Quadra
angular shape

For fans of angular, puistic design, 
there‘s Quadra. Here, the mixer lever 
and hand shower are angular and give 
the mixer a modern look. 

Aurum
noble in gold

Now brand new and the total eye-
catcher is the single lever mixer tap 
Aurum in gold. Color and shape make 
Aurum an elegant highlight in every 
salon! 

Nero
black is beautyful

What has been modern in the priva-
te bathroom for some time now also 
comes into the salon - the mixer tap 
completely in black. Nero does parti-
cularly well in salons with lots of black 
details! 

Thermo
constantly warm

So that the water does not get too 
hot ... Equipped with scald protec-
tion, stepless temperature control up 
to 38°C. 

without  
Drop Stop

Drop Stop

Modell

with Drop Stop
The drop stop holder prevents 
water from running back through 
the hand sprayer. The hose 
guide is above the ceramic, and 
the hand sprayer always hangs 
horizontally over the basin.
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